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Foreword

Logical aspectsof multi -agent systems(MAS) isa young and dynamicfield of inter-
disciplinary research onthe border of logic, artificial intelli gence, computer science,
and game theory. It includes a variety of topics such as: logical systems for model-
ing, specification, analysis, andreasoning about MAS; deductivesystemsand decision
methods for logics for MAS; development, complexity analysis, implementation, and
applicationsof algorithmic methodsfor formal verification of MAS.

This special issuewasconceived asa post-proceedingsvolumeof theWorkshop on
Logical Aspectsof Multi -Agent Systems (LAMAS 2010), organized by usasa satellit e
event of AAMAS 2010 onMay 11, 2010in Toronto, Canada. Thespecial issue consists
of 4 contributions representing a fine blend of technically different, yet conceptually
interrelated logical aspectsof multi -agent systems.

– In “Epistemic planning for single- and multi -agent systems” Thomas Bolander
andMikkel Birkegaard Andersen proposeusingevent models, arisingfromtheseman-
tics of dynamic epistemic logic, for automated planning of sequences of actions of
agents towards achieving their specific objectives. The authors show how to model
multi -agent planning problemsusingKripke-modelsfor representingworld statesand
event models for representing actions, suitably modified in order to model the internal
viewsof agents rather thanthoseof anexternal observer. Theygeneralizethe classical
AI concept of planning domains to ‘epistemic planning domains’ andshow how epis-
temic planning can deal with partial observabilit y, nondeterminism, knowledge and
multiple agents. As main technical results, the authors show that epistemic planning
isdecidable in thesingle-agent case, but only semi-decidable in themulti -agent case.

– The paper “Justifications for CommonKnowledge” by Samuel Bucheli , Roman
Kuznets, andThomas Studer is about multi -agent justification logics. These are epis-
temic logics that explicitly include justifications for the agents’ knowledge. The au-
thors develop a new multi -agent justification logic with evidenceterms for individual
agents as well as for common knowledge. Theydefine formal Kripke-style semantics
for it, similar to Fitting’s semantics for the Logic of Proofs LP, provide a sound and
complete axiomatic system for their logic, andestablish its finite model property. As
an application theyprovide a brief analysisof the coordinated attack problem in that
logic.

– In “Converse-PDL with Regular Inclusion Axioms: A Framework for MAS
Logics” Barbara Dunin-Keplicz, Linh Anh Nguyen, and Andrzej Szałas study auto-
mated reasoning in a modal logic CPDLreg, combining the Propositional Dynamic
Logic with Converse andthe Regular Grammar Logic with Converse, for which they
provide a sound andcomplete tableau calculus. The authors propose and advocate
the use of CPDLreg as a technical framework for reasoning about agency and argue
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that many expressivemulti -agent logics can be translated into it, andtherefore it can
beused asa platformfor automated deductivereasoning in multi -agent logics.

– In “An Alternating-time Temporal Logic with Knowledge, Perfect Recall and
Past: Axiomatizationand Model-checking” Dimitar Guelev, Catalin Dima, andCon-
stantin Enea present a variant of thealternating-timetemporal logic ATL with imper-
fect information which includes the distributed knowledge operators corresponding
to synchronous action and perfect recall . The cooperation modaliti es assume that
distributed knowledge is used to define the knowledge of coaliti ons, and accordingly
the set of strategies. The authors propose a model checking algorithm for that logic,
based on techniques for games with imperfect information and partially observable
objectives, andinvolving decidingemptinessfor automata oninfinite trees. Theyalso
propose an axiomatic system and prove its completenessfor an expressive subset of
the language.

We believethat this special issue demonstrates the vitality of the idea of applying
logic to formalization andreasoningin, and about, multi -agent systems. Theselection
of papers emphasizes also the diversity of the logical aspects of MAS. We hope that
the readers will share our optimism about the potential and the future of this, still
emerging, field of research.
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